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Improving Teacher Evaluation Systems ASCD
Now in its third edition, this classic text remains the seminal resource for
in-depth information about major concepts and principles of the
cultural-historical theory developed by Lev Vygotsky, his students, and
colleagues, as well as three generations of neo-Vygotskian scholars in
Russia and the West. Featuring two new chapters on brain development
and scaffolding in the zone of proximal development, as well as
additional content on technology, dual language learners, and students
with disabilities, this new edition provides the latest research evidence
supporting the basics of the cultural-historical approach alongside
Vygotskian-based practical implications. With concrete explanations
and strategies on how to scaffold young children’s learning and
development, this book is essential reading for students of early
childhood theory and development.
12 Characteristics of an Effective Teacher
Taylor & Francis
Paul Bambrick-Santoyo (Managing Director of
Uncommon Schools) shows leaders how they can
raise their schools to greatness by following
a core set of principles. These seven
principles, or "levers," allow for consistent,
transformational, and replicable growth. With
intentional focus on these areas, leaders will
leverage much more learning from the same
amount of time investment. Fundamentally, each
of these seven levers answers the core
questions of school leadership: What should an
effective leader do, and how and when should
they do it. Aimed at all levels of school
leadership, the book is for any principal,
superintendent, or educator who wants to be a
transformational leader. The book includes 30
video clips of top-tier leaders in action.
These videos bring great schools to you, and
support a deeper understanding of both the
components of success and how it looks as a
whole. There are also many helpful rubrics,
extensive professional development tools,
calendars, and templates. Explores the core
principles of effective leadership Author's
charter school, North Star Academy in Newark,
New Jersey, received the highest possible
award given by the U.S. Department of
Education; the National Blue Ribbon Print
version includes an instructive DVD with 30
video clips to show how it looks in real life.
E-book customers: please note that details on
how to access the content from the DVD may be
found in the e-book Table of Contents. Please
see the section: "How to Access DVD Contents"
Bambrick-Santoyo has trained more than 1,800
school leaders nationwide in his work at
Uncommon Schools and is a recognized expert on
transforming schools to achieve extraordinary
results.

Implementing the Framework for Teaching in Enhancing
Professional Practice Routledge
Effective and practical coaching strategies for new educators
plus valuable online coaching tools Many teachers are only
observed one or two times per year on average—and, even
among those who are observed, scarcely any are given
feedback as to how they could improve. The bottom line is
clear: teachers do not need to be evaluated so much as they
need to be developed and coached. In Get Better Faster: A
90-Day Plan for Coaching New Teachers, Paul Bambrick-
Santoyo shares instructive tools of how school leaders can
effectively guide new teachers to success. Over the course of
the book, he breaks down the most critical actions leaders and
teachers must take to achieve exemplary results. Designed for
coaches as well as beginning teachers, Get Better Faster is an
integral coaching tool for any school leader eager to help their
teachers succeed. Get Better Faster focuses on what's
practical and actionable which makes the book's approach to
coaching so effective. By practicing the concrete actions and
micro-skills listed in Get Better Faster, teachers will markedly
improve their ability to lead a class, producing a steady chain
reaction of future teaching success. Though focused heavily
on the first 90 days of teacher development, it's possible to
implement this work at any time. Junior and experienced

teachers alike can benefit from the guidance of Get Better
Faster while at the same time closing existing instructional
gaps. Featuring valuable and practical online training tools
available at http://www.wiley.com/go/getbetterfaster, Get Better
Faster provides agendas, presentation slides, a coach's guide,
handouts, planning templates, and 35 video clips of real
teachers at work to help other educators apply the lessons
learned in their own classrooms. Get Better Faster will teach
you: The core principles of coaching: Go Granular; Plan,
Practice, Follow Up, Repeat; Make Feedback More Frequent
Top action steps to launch a teacher’s development in an easy-
to-read scope and sequence guide It also walks you through
the four phases of skill building: Phase 1 (Pre-Teaching): Dress
Rehearsal Phase 2: Instant Immersion Phase 3: Getting into
Gear Phase 4: The Power of Discourse Perfect for new
educators and those who supervise them, Get Better Faster will
also earn a place in the libraries of veteran teachers and school
administrators seeking a one-stop coaching resource.
Performance Tasks and Rubrics for Upper Elementary
Mathematics Routledge
The framework for teaching document is an evolving
instrument, but the core concepts and architecture
(domains, components, and elements) have remained the
same.Major concepts of the Common Core State
Standards are included. For example, deep conceptual
understanding, the importance of student intellectual
engagement, and the precise use of language have
always been at the foundation of the Framework for
Teaching, but are more clearly articulated in this
edition.The language has been tightened to increase
ease of use and accuracy in assessment.Many of the
enhancements to the Framework are located in the
possible examples, rather than in the rubric language or
critical attributes for each level of performance.
Understanding by Design W. W. Norton & Company
Based upon years of reviewing the work product of building principal’s
evaluations of their teaching staff, it has been evident to me there is a clear
need to improve this critical aspect of school administration. This book is
designed to provide building principals (and assistant principals) with
guidance on (1) the necessary preparation of the principal to be effective at
guiding and coaching their staff; (2) the laying of the foundation for their
teachers to know the standard of performance expected by the school
district as whole, and the specific building where they serve, guide, and
teach their students; (3) the teaching of their instructional staff what
constitutes good lesson planning and instruction as defined by the
educational model adopted by the school and art of teaching under that
model; (4) developing the skills for the writing of effective teacher formative
and summative evaluations to assist in the improvement of instruction; and
(5) the work required in (1) to (4) above to establish and qualify the
principal as an expert witness under the Rules of Evidence if he/she is
called upon to participate in the end game of moving an underperforming
teacher along. The book is designed as a step-by-step process with reading
assignments, and self-instruction tasks at the end of each chapter applying
the concepts, teaching, supporting, and assisting teachers in the science of
teaching needed to develop, maintain, and excel at their craft. It is shown
scientifically that where teachers know the district’s standards of
performance, student learning improves, and students learn how to
learn—essential in today’s ever-changing society. Being an effective
building principal thus requires you to be an expert in your field( i.e., that
person who is rhetorically asked, “Who are you who are so wise in the
science of teaching?”). About the Author As you will surmise quickly in
reading this book, Rex Schultze has had the fortunate circumstance of
being immersed in public education for his entire life from 1951 to the
present - as a teacher’s and administrator’s kid; as a high school teacher
for four years; as the brother of an elementary school teacher and
administrator; and, as a lawyer with a 40 year practice focused on public
education both K-12 and community college levels. As such, he brings to
you in “Who are you who are so wise in the science of teaching” a
lifetime of perspective on the value of an education, and particularly public
education, the most important equalizer of the citizens of our country and
the need to grow, support and nurture the best teachers possible. Rex is a
Boomer - as in “Baby Boomer” (“OK Boomer”) – an early version
of that generation that grew up in the 50’s and 60’s, so you will find
references to the movies and music of those days throughout the book to
add perspective and some fun. (Apologies in advance for the succeeding
generations; you can “google” the references – a contribution by Rex
to your personal history journey).
Rethinking Teacher Supervision and Evaluation Routledge
Instructional Rounds in Education is intended to help education
leaders and practitioners develop a shared understanding of what
high-quality instruction looks like and what schools and districts need
to do to support it. Walk into any school in America and you will see
adults who care deeply about their students and are doing the best
they can every day to help students learn. But you will also see a high
degree of variability among classrooms--much higher than in most
other industrialized countries. Today we are asking schools to do
something they have never done before--educate all students to high
levels--yet we don't know how to do that in every classroom for every
child. Inspired by the medical-rounds model used by physicians, the
authors have pioneered a new form of professional learning known as
instructional rounds networks. Through this process, educators

develop a shared practice of observing, discussing, and analyzing
learning and teaching.
A Collection of Performance Tasks & Rubrics: Middle School
Mathematics ASCD
A coloring book to familiarize the user with the Primary elements in
the Periodic Table. The Periodic Table Coloring Book (PTCB) was
received worldwide with acclaim. It is based on solid, proven
concepts. By creating a foundation that is applicable to all science
("Oh yes, Hydrogen, I remember coloring it, part of water, it is also
used as a fuel; I wonder how I could apply this to the vehicle engine I
am studying...") and creating enjoyable memories associated with the
elements science becomes accepted. These students will be interested
in chemistry, engineering and other technical areas and will
understand why those are important because they have colored those
elements and what those elements do in a non-threatening
environment earlier in life.
Who Are You Who Are So Wise in the Science of Teaching? John
Wiley & Sons
The results are in: observations are not improving teaching and
learning. Pertinently, the Gates Foundation’s recently completed
effort to improve student outcomes through enhancing the teacher
evaluation process failed to achieve substantive improvement. The
way observations are currently designed serve as an obstacle to
teacher risk-taking. Teachers fear negative evaluations when their
pedagogy is rated, and they lack faith in being supported by
supervisors because a trusting relationship between them and their
observer has not been built. Trust-Based Observations: Maximizing
Teaching and Learning Growth is a schema changing evaluation
model that understands people perform at their best when they feel
safe and supported. It begins with twelve, 20 minute observations per
week followed by collegial conversations driven by reflective
questions, sharing observed teaching strengths, and the building of
safe and trusting relationships with teachers. Add the elimination of
rating pedagogical skills and replace it with rating mindset, and
teachers trust. When teachers fully embrace risk-taking and
innovation, it leads to remarkable teaching transformations and
improved student learning.
InTASC Model Core Teaching Standards Corwin Press
This report presents the conceptual foundations of the OECD Programme
for International Student Assessment (PISA), now in its seventh cycle of
comprehensive and rigorous international surveys of student knowledge,
skills and well-being. Like previous cycles, the 2018 assessment covered
reading, mathematics and science, with the major focus this cycle on
reading literacy, plus an evaluation of students’ global competence –
their ability to understand and appreciate the perspectives and world views
of others. Financial literacy was also offered as an optional assessment.
Get Better Faster John Wiley & Sons
Create and sustain a learning environment where students thrive and
stakeholders are accurately informed of student progress. Clarify the
purpose of grades, craft a vision statement aligned with this purpose, and
discover research-based strategies to implement effective grading and
reporting practices. Identify policies and practices that render grading
inaccurate, and understand the role grades play in students’ future
success and opportunities.
The Differentiated Classroom Teachers College Press
This guide is a useful resource for educators who would like to
begin using portfolios in the classroom. The three major types of
portfolios are working portfolios (collections of work in progress),
display portfolios (also called showcase or best works), and
assessment portfolios. These types are distinct in theory, but
tend to overlap in practice. Once the purpose of the portfolio
has been determined, the steps in the portfolio development
process are: (1) collection; (2) selection; (3) reflection; and (4)
projection. Projection, in the portfolio process, means looking
ahead and setting goals for the future. Portfolios are best used in
the classroom when they are used as a stimulus for students to
produce imaginative and creative work, and when students are
encouraged to analyze their own progress and to produce
answers to open-ended questions. There are many logistical
challenges to the use of portfolios, and it is essential not to
undermine their instructional benefits by using them
prematurely for high-stakes assessment. Many of the assessment
tasks of portfolios can be achieved through well-designed
performance tasks. It is the collection and reflection aspects of
portfolios that make them such a valuable assessment tool. Some
practical suggestions are offered for portfolio management.
(Contains 8 figures and 58 references.) (SLD)
Assessment, Learning and Judgement in Higher Education
ASCD
This book shows principals how to successfully balance the
needs and priorities of their schools while continuously
developing and refining their leadership skills.
Leverage Leadership Springer Science & Business Media
Change the entire school culture with this collaborative method
of supervision! For years, the classic supervision model has
frustrated both principals and teachers by fostering superior-
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subordinate relationships, focusing on teacher conformity rather
than growth, or producing checklist data that are irrelevant to
the curriculum. The Three-Minute Classroom Walk-Through
offers a practical, time-saving alternative that impacts student
achievement by cultivating self-reliant teachers who are
continuously improving their practice. This method answers
principals' key questions: Is the work of my teachers aligned with
district curriculum? Are my teachers using research-based "best
practices"? Are they choosing the instructional strategies that will
promote student achievement?
A Collection of Performance Tasks & Rubrics: Upper Elementary
Mathematics OECD Publishing
Since the original publication of Enhancing Professional Practice: A
Framework for Teaching in 1996, thousands of educators in the
United States and around the world have used the framework and its
clear definition of the components of good teaching to structure their
professional conversations and guide their practice. Building on those
diverse experiences, Charlotte Danielson now provides specific
guidance for teacher educators, teachers, administrators, and others
who seek to use the framework to improve their programs and
practice. The Handbook for Enhancing Professional Practice offers
sound advice, step-by-step procedures, and practical tools for using
the framework in * Teacher preparation, * Teacher recruitment and
hiring, * Teacher mentoring and peer coaching, * Self-directed
professional inquiry, * Professional development, and * Teacher
evaluation. The ready-to-use forms and other instruments in this
book transform the framework for teaching into a mechanism for
teacher support that emphasizes two key goals: quality assurance and
professional learning. Grounded in practitioners' wisdom, this
handbook demonstrates how the framework for teaching can inform
professional growth throughout a teacher's career—from preservice
training through the attainment of the skills and knowledge that
characterize distinguished teaching. Charlotte Danielson is an
international education consultant and presenter based in Princeton,
N.J.
Trust-Based Observations Prentice Hall
The framework for teaching is a research-based set of
components of instruction that are grounded in a constructivist
view of learning and teaching. The framework may be used for
many purposes, but its full value is realized as the foundation for
professional conversations among practitioners as they seek to
enhance their skill in the complex task of teaching. The
framework may be used as the foundation of a school's or
district's recruitment and hiring, mentoring, coaching,
professional development, and teacher evaluation processes,
thus linking all those activities together and helping teachers
become more thoughtful practitioners. The actions teachers can
take to improve student learning are clearly identified and fall
under four domains of teaching responsibility: Planning and
Preparation, the School Environment, Instruction, and
Professional Responsibilities. Within the domains are 22
components and 76 descriptive elements that further refine our
understanding of what teaching is all about. The framework
defines four levels of performance (Unsatisfactory, Basic,
Proficient, and Distinguished) for each element, providing a
valuable tool that all teachers can use. This second edition has
been revised and updated and also includes frameworks for
school specialists, such as school nurses, counselors, library and
media specialists, and instructional coaches. Comprehensive,
clear, and applicable to teaching across the K-12 spectrum, the
framework for teaching described in this book is based on the
PRAXIS III: Classroom Performance Assessment criteria
developed by Educational Testing Service and is compatible
with INTASC standards.
The Periodic Table of Elements Coloring Book ASCD
Performance tasks are highly effective tools to assist you in
implementing rigorous standards. But how do you create, evaluate,
and use such tools? In this bestselling book, educational experts
Charlotte Danielson and Joshua Dragoon explain how to construct
and apply performance tasks to gauge students’ deeper
understanding of mathematical concepts at the upper elementary
level. You’ll learn how to: Evaluate the quality of performance
tasks, whether you’ve written them yourself or found them online;
Use performance tasks for instructional decision-making and to
prepare students for summative assessments; Create your own
performance tasks, or adapt pre-made tasks to best suit students’
needs; Design and use scoring rubrics to evaluate complex
performance tasks; Use your students’ results to communicate more
effectively with parents. This must-have second edition is fully
aligned to the Common Core State Standards and assessments and
includes a variety of new performance tasks and rubrics, along with
samples of student work. Additionally, downloadable student
handout versions of all the performance tasks are available as free
eResources from our website (www.routledge.com/9781138906969),
so you can easily distribute them to your class.
High-leverage Practices in Special Education Lulu.com
This book provides a collection of performance tasks and scoring rubrics
for a number of important topics in upper elementary school mathematics.
Included are many samples of student work which clarify the tasks and
anchor the points of the scoring rubrics.
Tools of the Mind IAP
A New York Times Notable Book "A must-read book for every
American teacher and taxpayer." —Amanda Ripley, author of The
Smartest Kids in the World Launched with a hugely popular New

York Times Magazine cover story, Building a Better Teacher sparked
a national conversation about teacher quality and established
Elizabeth Green as a leading voice in education. Green's fascinating
and accessible narrative dispels the common myth of the "natural-
born teacher" and introduces maverick educators exploring the
science behind their art. Her dramatic account reveals that great
teaching is not magic, but a skill—a skill that can be taught. Now with
a new afterword that offers a guide on how to identify—and
support—great teachers, this provocative and hopeful book "should
be part of every new teacher’s education" (Washington Post).
Enhancing Professional Practice Springer
This book provides a collection of performance tasks and scoring rubrics
for a number of important topics in high school mathematics. Included are
many samples of student work which clarify the tasks and anchor the points
of the scoring rubrics.
Performance Tasks and Rubrics for Middle School Mathematics Solution
Tree Press
This is the first book to pull together what we have learned about the
impacts and challenges of data-intensive teacher evaluation systemsa
defining characteristic of the current education policy landscape. Expert
researchers and practitioners speak to what we know (and what remains to
be known) about evaluation measures themselves, the implementation of
evaluation systems, and the use of evaluation data. The authors argue that
rigorous teacher evaluation systems have the potential to promote school
improvement but only if the systems are carefully designed and
implemented and the data they generate are interpreted and used
appropriately. This timely and important volume will be relevant and
useful to school and district administrators, policymakers, researchers, and
teacher education institutions grappling with issues of teacher
accountability and school leadership.
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